
Train. Pump Test. Repeat. 

Making Test Pits Obsolete
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Conduct NFPA Pump Tests

The Draft Commander 3000© is a mobile pump testing unit that helps fire departments comply with NFPA 
Standards.  Make test pits obsolete by using clean, clear water that is recycled during pump testing, 
instead of dirty water from an open water source that could harm the apparatus pump.  Pump test 
apparatus up to 4500 GPM or pump test two trucks simultaneously.
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Train + Pump Test

Train.  Pump Test.  Repeat.  With the Draft Commander 3000© Trainer, you can conduct hands-on 
training and create endless pump scenarios while recycling 97% of the water.  Fleet Maintenance can 
pump test apparatus up to *4500 GPM and should an emergency call come in, the Draft Commander 
Trainer can be disconnected in about :90 seconds. 

* with optional equipment
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Pump Test Two At Once

Prepare – Allows departments to conduct pump tests per NFPA Standards keeping trucks in service; 
                    no need for driver overtime or pulling trucks from reserve 

Prevent – Pump damage from open water sources that have contaminates in the supply (sand, rock, trash)

Recycle – Water used during testing 
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Boots on the Ground
Training

The Trainer provides all the benefits of the standard Draft Commander plus:  

Hands-on-Training - by flowing and recycling water for up to (4) handlines or (1) master monitor stream, 
firefighters can train using endless real-world pressure evolutions and scenarios. Maintain muscle memory 
with real “boots on the ground” training   

Nozzle Testing - fine-tune nozzles and handlines to each fire truck, locating discrepancies between the 
equipment and the pump
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draftcommander.com
Comparison Chart

https://weisfiresafety.com/draft-commander/
https://weisfiresafety.com/draft-commander/
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Draft Commander 3000® 
Trainer

TRAIN TO SAVE LIVES. TRAIN TO SAVE PROPERTIES. RECYCLE TO SAVE WATER.

Scan this code to watch Steve Touchton 
walk through the features of the 

Draft Commander Trainer

https://youtu.be/3LA-Ier20_8
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Draft Commander 3000® 
Trainer Testimonials

youtube.com/c/weis-fire
Scan this code to watch the 

Draft Commander Testimonial 
playlist on YouTube

“Sometimes what you think that you’re pumping at the panel may not necessarily be 
what you’re pumping at the end of that nozzle.”

Jim Gile, Division Chief of Logistics with Castle Rock Fire & Rescue in Colorado

“Having our apparatus pump tested annually on-site with the Draft Commander saves 
us time, money, and is convenient because the trucks never have to leave the fire 
district.”

Chief Tom Garcia, Shawnee Heights Fire District, Tecumseh, Kansas

“With the Draft Commander we’ve eliminated the tenders, and we’ve eliminated the 
portable water tanks [when training]. Being able to recycle that water over and over 
again throughout the day, we are not drawing in fresh resources of water.”

Don Distefano, Regional Trainer, Colorado Division of Fire Prevention & Control

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLbTPZwLOHoVTG_doShS3nNjVUiwJ6fkL4
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Headaches Draft Commander Solves

Back pressure and water loss. Cavitation.

Trial and error of building a custom manifold.

Scan here to watch Matt 
Dunithan, owner of Dunny’s 
Pump Service in Syracuse, 
Indiana 
explain:

https://youtu.be/hlpwmI6DgGY
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Nozzle Tester
Test GPM and PSI Accuracy per NFPA Standards

Testing handline nozzles? With the Draft Commander Handline 

Nozzle Tester, you can quickly, accurately, and safely test your 

handline nozzles. You can test the flow and pressure and verify your 

preconnects are set correctly. From 1” to 21/2” handline nozzles, the 

Draft Commander Handline Nozzle Tester can handle them all. 

Hose Tester
Safely test up to 1200’ of hose

Testing fire hose per NFPA Standards ensures the safety of personnel 

operating equipment, providing a reasonable assurance that the 

hose will perform as designed. Fire hose is susceptible to damage 

from dragging, normal usage, and environmental conditions during 

emergency operations. 

Popular Options
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Draft Commander University is your opportunity to train 

staff at your location.  Ask your Draft Commander sales 

associate for more information and pricing or scan the QR 

code to request a quote. 

Train at Your Location

https://weisfiresafety.com/draft-commander/training/draft-commander-university/
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The Draft Commander 3000® Trainer
Mod. # DC1911-3000 TRAINER / Patent No. 10,434,346
Provides Training for Firefighters & Fire Pump Engineers and performs pump service tests up to *4500 GPM 

*with optional equipment

The Draft Commander 3000®

Mod. # DC1911-3000 AT/AL/MC / Patent No. 7,827,860 B2
Performs pump service test up to 4,500 GPM plus 

DRAFT COMMANDER MODELS
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”
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Draft Commander Gauge Test Kit

Available to test apparatus 
and Draft Commander Master 
Monitor gauges for accuracy.  
All gauges come with a 
calibration certificate with 
serial numbers.
Mod.# TPMVG-14

Draft Commander Training Kit

Available for training your 
Fire Pump Engineers and 
Firefighters.  It includes 
training nozzles, gauges, 
adapters, and fire hoses 
necessary to properly train 
your department.
Mod.# DC-TK

Draft Commander Mini Monitor Station

Allows you to perform a 
pump test on two trucks 
simultaneously. The station 
comes complete with 
vacuum, pressure, and pitot 
gauges. Gauges come with 
serial numbers & calibration 
certificates.
Mod.# DC-MMS

Draft Commander Fire Hose Tester         

Designed to safety test fire 
hoses up to 6” in diameter 
per NFPA Standards, and 
is mounted on the rear 
of the Draft Commander 
transporter.             
Mod.# DC-FHT     

6” Vacuum Butterfly Suction Valve

The 6” Vacuum Butterfly 
Suction Valve is used when 
performing the tank-to-pump 
flow test and is also used 
during firefighter engineer 
training.
Mod.# DC-VBSV

 6” Suction Drafting Tube (3rd Suction)

With the added 6” suction 
drafting tube, you can 
increase your pump test 
up to 4000 plus GPM.  The 
draft tube is permanently 
mounted into the reservoir 
on the Draft Commander 
transporter.
Mod.# DC-3SDT

True 6" Waterway 30° Elbow Specially 
Designed for Draft Commander

The 6" 30° Elbow is used to 
take and relieve strain from 
the hose and couplings and 
provides a better water flow.
Mod. # DC-6-Elbow-30

Optional Equipment
The purchase of optional equipment will give you the capability to do so much more!

The Draft Commander Handline 
Nozzle McCrometer Tester is 
designed to accurately test the 
flow and pressure of handline 
fire nozzles with ranges 50-600 
GPM per NFPA Standards.
Mod.# DC-HLNT-MC-1962

Draft Commander Handline Nozzle Tester

The 6” Wet Hydrant with 
Suction Valve is used during 
fire pump engineer training 
to enable the flow of water 
without using a primer on 
the fire engine.
Mod.# DC-WHSV

6” Wet Hydrant with Suction Valve

McCrometer
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The specially designed  
Siamese Valve is for pump 
testing 1750 GPM (max. of 
2000 GPM) from one side 
of a fire apparatus. (6” NST 
swivel female LH by NST 
male by 6” NST male.)
Mod.# DC-6x6Siamese

Siamese Valve

The Draft Commander Custom 
Designed Cover is UV rated 
and has double reinforcements 
on the corners to help prevent 
wear and tear. It is equipped 
with adjustable straps at the 
bottom.
Mod.# DC-CC

Draft Commander Full-Size Custom Cover

Adhesive Custom Draft 
Commander Fire Service Test 
Placards show the last time 
a fire apparatus was pump 
service tested as per the 
latest NFPA Standards.
Mod.# DC-PTP

Adhesive Pump Service Test Placards Fire Hydrant Pump Trainer

This option simulates 
pumping from a hydrant with 
residual pressure/GPM.
Mod.# DC-FHP

Portable Vacuum Tester

Draft Commander Receiver

Designed to test the vacuum 
retention and structural 
integrity of hard suction hose 
per NFPA Standards. It comes 
with several couplings for 
compatibility with different 
sizes of hard suction hose.
Mod.# DC-HSHVT

The Draft Commander 
Receiver can be installed 
on a new Draft Commander 
3000® or as a retrofit on an 
existing model. It provides 
handline deployment training 
for both pump engineers and 
firefighters while recycling 
millions of gallons of water 
during training.
Mod. # DC-RECEIVER

NFPA Standards Pump Service Test Label

Labels affixed to the DC Pump 
Test Placard to record dates of 
pump tests on fire apparatus 
Mod. # DC APL

The Draft Commander Handline 
Nozzle Sho-Flow Tester is 
designed to accurately test the 
flow and pressure of handline 
fire nozzles with ranges 100-
500 GPM per NFPA Standards.
Mod.# DC-HLNT-SF-1962

Draft Commander Handline Nozzle Tester
Sho-Flow

 Krissi Schuman
 Draft Commander Sales Administrator
 krissi.s@weisfiresafety.com
     
 Steve Touchton
 National Sales Manager
 steve.t@weisfiresafety.com
      
 Ph: 888-689-9347
 draftcommander.com

Contact Us

mailto:krissi.s@weisfiresafety.com
mailto:steve.t@weisfiresafety.com
https://weisfiresafety.com/draft-commander/


111 E Pacific Ave
Salina, KS 67401

Call: 888-689-9347 or 785-825-9527      

DraftCommander.com

GS-30F-0050V  

a global footprint

https://weisfiresafety.com/draft-commander/



